


Mirror-finished streamlined steel. Fits any Conetrol 
base. Stainless steel ring-stud screws keep each 
ring anchored around the scope when the scope is 
removed from the base.

Satin-finished steel. Fits any Conetrol base. Stainless 
steel ring-stud screws keep each ring anchored 
around the scope when the scope is off the base. 

Mirror-finished streamlined steel. Fits any Conetrol 
base. Similar to Conetrol's Custum rings, but without 
ring-stud screws, which are unnecessary if scope is 
to be "permanently" mounted

Satin-finished streamlined steel. Will not reflect 
game-spooking light. Fits any Conetrol base. Recom-
mended for "permanent" mounting.

Conetrol 1” and 30mm rings are also available in satin-finished 
stainless steel.

Conetrol blued rings are available in 1”, 26mm, 26.5mm, and 30mm 
sizes in multiple heights.



Conetrol also offers a large inventory of DapTar bases, designed to fit receiver 
dovetails or various other mounting mechanisms without drilling or tapping.

(For many popular guns)(Blued or stainless steel)

Beautiful dark-glistening streamlined steel. All edges contoured. The 
best finish on the market! Premium stainless steel cone screws. Will 
fit factory drillings on all guns.

CUSTUM

Satin-finished steel, with contoured (rounded) corners for an upscale 
appearance. Blued cone screws. Will fit factory drillings on all guns.

LIMITED

GUNNUR
Like Huntur, but with a glossy finish. Angular edges, premium stain-
less steel cone screws. Will fit factory drillings on all guns.

HUNTUR
Finest quality, satin-finished steel. The equivalent of other quality 
mounts now on the market. Angular edges, regular blued cone 
screws. Will fit factory drillings on all guns.
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830-379-3030
(Monday-Thursday, 10:00am-3:30pm Central Time) 

email@conetrol.com
We answer and respond promptly to all questions and con-
cerns emailed to us.

Conetrol
10225 S State Highway 123
Seguin TX 78155-1025

only later through binoculars a trophy bull and buck grazing peacefully 
together on the adjacent ridge. This story of the “ones that got away” 
has since been told, retold, argued, and embellished many times 
around the campfire, much to the delight of the other family members 
who weren’t actually there!  Finally, the star is for Texas, where Conetrol 
products have been made since 1964.




